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Abstract - In the times of romans it meant a public place at the center of market or town where open discussions on judicial, political, and other issues were held. The places under which members can start their discussions or posts. Logically forums are organized into a set of software topics (usually with one main topic) driven and updated by a group known as members, and governed by a group known as moderators. Fill the registration form and provide some information in order to become a member. Front page will show you the full description of forum. “Within one of these “forums”, you will watch the list of topics are discussed earlier, each with a topic name and the description of topic. There are mainly three option a) user who is not registered(limited access) b)After login they have full control on his account c) admin option (who is having the full command on the accounts). Key Words: Admin panel, user registration, user login, Forum, Message sending etc.

1.INTRODUCTION

Technical discussion forum is an online discussion website where student can discuss technical topics in the form of post and messages. It is different from chat in that messages may over than one line of text, and are at least temporarily archived. Access of forum a user or the forum set-up, a posted message may need to be approved by a admin before it becomes visible. The Technical discussion forum is hierarchical structure: a forum can have a number of sub-forums, it may contains number of sub topics. From a forum’s topic, the new discussion topic is called a thread, and can be replied to by many students as so wish by the rule of forum users can have to register with the forum and for posting message user has to be login. On most forums, users do not have to log in to read existing messages.

1.1 Working

A forum consists of parent child structure. The top end is “Categories”. A forum can be divided into categories for the topic discussions. in this categories some more sub-forum are there. The topics (commonly known as threads) come in the child of sub-forums and these are the places in which members can do his discussions or posts. in real forums are organized into a set of software topics (usually with one main topic) updated and uses by a group known as members, and maintained by a group known as admin. It can also have a node and vertices like structure.

1.2 Process to use the forum

First fill the form of registration and give some information like email phone number in order to become a unique member of the technical discussion forum. Front page consists of full list of sections, which is called “forums”. Out of one of these “forums”, you will see a list of forum topics are discussed earlier, each with a unique topic name and it is also provide a description and its “icon”.

2. Options of the forum

There are mainly four options are there,

a) The user who is not a registered member can’t access the forum, he doesn’t have any control on it.

b) The user who is able to login because they are the registered member having full control on forum.

c) Administrator is having the full control on the whole forum and he can see the whole message and the topic of discussion. he can manage the topic also.

d) The chatting facilities is also available where student can chat their query regarding any topic it is also recommended that no one should do any personal message as everyone can able to see the message.

MODULES:-

It is mainly consists of six modules like,

1. Home
2. About
3. forum
4. contact
5. message
6. interview
**Home:**
- It consists of the whole description of the website. In this, the user interface will give the information about the topics the latest research is going on basing on the software topics.

**About:**
- In this section, we are showing the information regarding the rules and regulation like if a member is not registered he or she can’t access the forum. It also showing that a member who is chatting they should not chat the personal message because everybody is going to see that message.

**Forum:**
- Here a list of description is given about the topics or subtopics in this parent child structure is followed in which the lower level will be the discussion point.

**Contact:**
- Here the admin contact information will be provided like the admin email id, phone number, facebook, tutor id etc. for any assistance students can contact to the admin.

**Message:**
- It provides the chatting facilities in which the students can chat personally with any one can get the correct information regarding his topic as only the admin is able to see his message.

**Interview:**
- In this section, the information about the different companies interview is provided or the tips regarding the interview so that the student will get the information regarding the recent interview.

---

**3. CONCLUSIONS**

Through this project, we took a step towards minimizing the gap between the students and faculty using a common interaction platform using PHP for discussion purpose. The present study contributes to the understanding of the effectiveness of online technical discussion forum in student improving their knowledge. Here we provide the best way of learning the software paper like PHP, C, C++, etc. We extend the current topics of discussion that use of multiple environment and improve the learning facilities. In this, the chatting facilities is provided to have the personal communication with the friend. Technical online discussion forum has a positive effect on student interest and interaction also learning when filled with the traditional classroom lecture. By applying this, the future scope will also increase like distance learning and professionals of work.
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